How phantom perceptions arise and the factors that make individuals prone to such 20 experiences are not well understood. An attractive phenomenon to study these questions is tinnitus, 21 a very common auditory phantom perception which is not explained by hyperactivity in the 22 auditory pathway alone. Our framework posits that a predisposition to developing (chronic) 23 tinnitus is dependent on individual traits relating to the formation and utilization of sensory 24 predictions. Predictions of auditory stimulus frequency (remote from tinnitus frequency) were 25 studied using a paradigm parametrically modulating regularity (i.e. predictability) of tone 26 sequences and applying decoding techniques on magnetoencephalographic (MEG) data. For 27 processes likely linked to short-term memory, individuals with tinnitus showed an enhanced 28 anticipatory prediction pattern associated with increasing sequence regularity. In contrast, 29 individuals without tinnitus engaged the same processes following the onset of the to-be-decoded 30 sound. We posit that this tendency to optimally anticipate static and changing auditory inputs may 31 determine which individuals faced with persistent auditory pathway hyperactivity factor it into 32 auditory predictions, and thus perceive it as tinnitus. While our study constitutes a first step relating 33 vulnerability to tinnitus with predictive processing, longitudinal studies are needed to confirm the 34 predisposition model of tinnitus development. 
Introduction 40
Phantom perceptions do not require sensory input transduced by peripheral receptors. The 41 common auditory phantom perception known as tinnitus affects approximately ~10% 1, 2 of the 42 population. Individuals experience tinnitus by consciously perceiving relatively simple sounds 43 such as pure tones or narrow band noises without an identifiable objective environmental or bodily 44 source. Tinnitus can be accompanied by substantial distress and reduced quality of life, which 45 appears to be independent of the intensity of the perceived sound 3 . The mechanisms by which this 46 phantom sound emerges from ongoing brain activity (so-called "neural correlates") have still not 47 been resolved. A broad consensus supports the idea that some form of hearing damage (with or 48 without clear audiometric changes) 4-6 stands at the outset of tinnitus development, leading to 49 maladaptive functional or structural changes within or beyond the auditory system [7] [8] [9] . By far the 50 most popular view postulates a change of neural gain in deprived regions of the auditory pathway, 51 thereby amplifying spontaneous activity which is interpreted as sound by downstream cortical 52 regions (for review see 10 ; we will subsequently refer to this general idea as altered gain model). 53
Research along these lines has focused mostly on probable "neural correlate" candidates 54 of tinnitus such as increased spontaneous firing rate or enhanced neural synchrony. The altered 55 gain model of tinnitus is substantially supported by studies in animals 11 , despite the obvious 56 challenges in obtaining subjective reports. In humans the supporting evidence for this model is 57 less apparent, partly because (contrary to animal models) the research is focused on chronic rather 58 than acute tinnitus, but also due to a lack of understanding as to how measures commonly obtained 59
in humans (such as oscillatory power in M/EEG or BOLD in fMRI) can be translated to those used 60 to support the altered gain model. Based on human and animal works in other domains 12 , reduced 61 ongoing alpha or increased gamma in auditory regions pertinent for phantom sounds (for otherwhich need to be cast in real-time in dynamic environments. In a recent predictive coding view, 73 tinnitus is seen as a consequence of a default prediction of silence altering to one of sound when 74 faced with (enhanced) spontaneous activity ("tinnitus precursor") along the auditory pathway 21 . 75
While conceptually overcoming many inconsistencies related to the altered gain model 17 , strong 76 support for this view is lacking partially due to the non-trivial task of deriving robust and direct 77 measures of tinnitus-supporting priors from ongoing brain activity. Recent work has found indirect 78 evidence of altered priors in established tinnitus 23 , but the question of how and why such altered 79 priors should even emerge in certain individuals remains open. 80
A recent line of reasoning holds that increased precision of priors could drive hallucinatory 81 experiences 24, 25 . Indeed, interindividual variability in prior strength assessed in a visuo-auditory 82 conditioning task predicts the experience of hallucinations in daily life 26 . We postulate that the 83 predisposition to developing tinnitus may be contingent on an individual's -putatively relatively 84 stable, "trait-like" -tendency to more strongly engage in predictive processing in the auditory 85 modality. Ideally individualized measures of auditory predictive processing tendencies would be 86 obtained before a potentially tinnitus-inducing event and then compared between individuals that 87 do or do not develop (chronic) tinnitus. However, this is difficult to pursue in humans for ethical 88 and practical reasons. In a first step to establish our tinnitus-predisposition framework, we focus 89 on comparing individuals with chronic tinnitus and healthy controls. Using stimulus frequencies 90
remote from those of tinnitus should reduce the chance of identifying consequences rather than 91 causes of tinnitus. 92
Our hypothesis implies that when processing auditory input, individuals with tinnitus 93 should engage predictions more strongly, that is, either more accurately or anticipatory, compared 94 with individuals without tinnitus. Recently we established a powerful experimental approach 27 
95
showing in normal hearing individuals that more regular pure tone sequences activate 96 recruited for the purpose of group comparisons. Magnetoencephalography (MEG) was used to 105 record neural activity while participants passively listened to sequences composed of pure tones 106 at four different carrier frequencies. High temporal expectation was ensured by a strict rhythmic 107 presentation at 3 Hz. While sound onsets were perfectly predictable, the probability of which 108 carrier frequency would be presented (and thus could be predicted) was varied by parametrically 109 modulating the regularity (i.e. predictability) of sound sequences across conditions (see Figure 1a  110 and Methods for details). To investigate feature-specific predictive auditory processing also in 111 absence of stimulation, sounds were omitted randomly in 10% of presentations. Tinnitus 112 characteristics and tinnitus-related distress were assessed with online versions of standardised 113 questionnaires (see Methods for details) shortly prior to the visit to the laboratory. 114
To measure the dynamics of auditory predictions we used multivariate pattern analysis 115 (MVPA) to derive feature (carrier frequency) specific information from the MEG data. Following 116 our previous study 27 , we trained classifiers to temporally decode the carrier frequency presented 117 in the random sound sequence. These trained classifiers were subsequently tested on sound events 118 in all regularity levels using time-and condition-generalization 30 . For each individual we 119 quantified how decoding accuracy was modulated by the regularity condition by extracting the 120 slope (β coefficients) from a linear regression analysis. These were compared between the groups, 121 yielding a time-generalized representation of T-values (see Figure 1) 
frequencies in individuals with tinnitus with the control group. Both groups exhibited a rapid 146 increase of decoding accuracy following sound onset robustly observed at an individual level 147 (Figure 2a) . Above chance (p < .05, Bonferroni corrected) decoding accuracy started immediately 148 after stimulus onset in both samples (note that sampling rate was at 100 Hz). While peak increases 149 were reached at approximately 100 ms, decoding accuracy remained statistically significant above 150 chance for approximately ~500-600 ms with some interindividual variability. Remarkably, given 151 the passive and non-engaging nature of the experiment, this means that carrier frequency specific 152 information remained available during the two subsequent sound presentations. Interestingly, 153 accuracy transiently increased approximately 100 ms after the subsequent stimulus onset (i.e. 450-154 500 ms after the to-be-decoded sound). Descriptively a similar pattern was observed following the 155 next but one stimulus, albeit at a much smaller magnitude. These observations may reflect a 156 sustained activation and reactivation of an auditory short-term memory trace enabling the 157 formation of associations between events in temporal proximity, which is fundamental for 158 subsequent learning of statistical regularities. 159
Importantly, we found no differences between the tinnitus group and the control group 160 when carrier frequencies were presented randomly (Figure 2a .0000
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Regularity-driven carrier frequency specific neural information strongly differs between 189 tinnitus and control groups
190
To adequately capture carrier-frequency specific, predictive-processing dynamics, we used 191 a classifier trained on the random sound sequence (shown above) and applied it to all regularity 192 levels in a time-generalized manner (Figure 1a) . We used decoding accuracy as an indicator of 193 the strength of internal representation of the particular stimulus frequency, and thus as a window 194 into its utilisation in predictive processes. In order to quantify how the predictability of the carrier 195 frequency modulates corresponding neural information, for each individual we calculated linear 196 regressions (at each time-point over the entire temporal generalization matrix) between decoding 197 accuracy and increasing regularity level (Figure 1b) . In both groups, for the early training In order to make sense of this seemingly complex picture, it is important to detail the 224 stimulation structure in light of our analysis approach, which focused on representation of the 225 present stimulus frequency presented at time 0. Differing sequence regularities did not change the 226 probability of the stimulus frequency remaining the same from one stimulus to the next (fixed at 227 0.25; i.e. diagonal of transition matrix), but increasing stimulus regularity did reduce the 228 probability of the stimulus frequency remaining the same over separations of two or more stimuli. 229
The observed regularity-related differences occurring from around two or more stimuli prior or 230 subsequent to the present stimulus can be reconciled with the fact that relatively late training-time 231 neural patterns capture this group-level effect. These patterns likely reflected processes associating 232 sequential inputs, that is, short-term memory processes that integrate information over longer 233 timescales. Our results suggest that in highly predictable sequences, control individuals engage 234 these feature-specific auditory short-term processes in a more reactive way. Qualitatively this is 235 similar to the manner they are activated in random sequences, that is, the stimulus that has just 236 been heard is continuously represented and reactivated when new input arrives. Tinnitus 237 individuals on the other hand exhibit a rather proactive engagement of the same processes with 238 increasing regularity, preactivating stimulus representations in auditory short-term memory before 239 their actual onset. Upon presentation of subsequent stimuli -which become less likely to be the 240 same carrier frequency as presented at 0 -feature-specific neural patterns are downregulated. 241
Overall, our results point to a dramatically altered involvement of higher level auditory short-term 242 memory processes related to associating discrete events to form representations ("internal 243 models") of the statistical regularity of the sound sequence. These findings support the hypothesis 244 that individuals with tinnitus utilize internal models in a more anticipatory manner when 245 processing auditory events. 246 following hearing damage but not others. Our predictive processing predisposition framework 273 relies on inter-individual trait differences in applying internal models in the auditory system. 274
Vulnerability to developing (chronic) tinnitus may arise from stronger tendencies to process 275 incoming sounds according to internal model-based predictions: These tendencies could both refer 276 to absolute strength (precision) or altered temporal dynamics (i.e. becoming more anticipatory) of 277 auditory predictions. The individual's predictive processing tendency could lead to different 278 clinical outcomes when faced with potentially tinnitus-inducing events such as increased 279 spontaneous activity and/or synchrony in the auditory pathway that follows hearing damage or 280 noise overexposure. For instance, individuals better able to predict the dynamics of this 281 spontaneous activity over time would form stronger predictions of it, thus facilitating its perception 282 as an auditory entity through altered predictions 21 . However, other frameworks that emphasize the 283 importance of top-down control of auditory activity to play a role in tinnitus generation (e.g. 31 ) 284 are also compatible with our predisposition concept. In a first necessary step towards establishing 285 support for this novel framework, we compared individuals with chronic tinnitus and controls 286 without tinnitus, utilizing an approach 27 that allows us to scrutinize feature-specificity of 287 predictive processes in the auditory system at high temporal resolution. In contrast to "neural 288 correlate" approaches, no special importance was placed on the tinnitus frequency. Our main 289 findings are: 1) basic processing of carrier frequencies is not altered in tinnitus; 2) higher-level 290 (short-term memory-based) processing of carrier frequency exhibit a stronger anticipatory pattern 291 in individuals with tinnitus as compared to controls; 3) the latter pattern is not correlated to factors 292 such as magnitude of hearing loss or tinnitus-related variables (distress and loudness), in line with 293 the idea that they reflect a more general predictive processing tendency of the individual. 294
Our approach to identifying modulation of feature-specific auditory activity as a function 295 of predictability (set by the regularity of the sequence) used training classifiers to decode carrier 296 frequencies in the random sound sequence. While our framework would predict strongest 297 differences in situations when reliable internal models can be formed, it was important to also 298 scrutinize processing of carrier frequencies when precise predictions cannot be made. Differences 299 could be plausibly expected since most individuals with tinnitus exhibit some hearing loss at higher 300 frequencies putatively leading to cortical reorganization: In particular an expanded representation 301 of non-damaged cochlear regions 7 and potential improved sensory processing thereof 32 could 302 imply an improved decoding performance in the random sequence. However, the temporal 303 decoding patterns were virtually identical for both groups, with the characteristic features 304 elaborated on in our previous report 27 (e.g. the rapid onset and relatively sustained above-chance 305 decoding performance outlasting subsequent tone presentations). The lack of a group difference is 306 overall in line with findings indicating no abnormal tonotopic representation in tinnitus 33 in 307 contrast to earlier reports 34 . Making a stronger point on this issue would require establishing that 308 decoding performance in the random sequence can be taken as a quantitative proxy for tonotopic 309 representation. Importantly for the current study, all group differences we reported result not from 310 low-level, feedforward activation of tonotopically neural ensembles, but from adding varying 311 levels of regularity to the sound sequence. 312
Indeed, striking regularity-dependent group differences were observed, with rich temporal 313 information that can only be uncovered using high-temporal resolution methods: Firstly, while the 314 general peak of decoding accuracy occurred at ~100 ms and in these early training-time windows 315 exhibited a positive relationship with regularity (see Figure S3 in Supplementary materials) as 316 described in 27 , these early periods did not capture group differences. For late training-time 317 intervals, however, marked group differences were observed. Interestingly, the relevant training
presented at 0 ms (see also the descriptive similarity of Informative Activity patterns for early and 322 late periods in Figure 2b ). This process leads to a co-activation of new with previous input, which 323 is crucial for associating discrete events via Hebbian principles. These learned associations are 324 crucial for building up an internal model of the statistical regularities underlying the generation of 325 the sound sequence. The selective involvement of these late processes in terms of group differences 326 points to the role of high-level (memory based) auditory processes contributing to (or 327
showing whether the latency of effects would remain relatively stable or follow the temporal 331 separation of events. 332
Secondly, the temporal resolution of MEG allowed us to precisely describe the temporal 333 dynamics of how these higher level auditory processes are engaged in the context of different 334 levels of regularity of the sound sequence and how they differ between the groups (Figure 2c) . 335
Effects were dependent on whether the time-window of investigation (testing time) was prior to or 336 following the onset of the to-be-decoded sound (testing time at 0 ms). Both groups showed an 337 immediate engagement of these short-term memory-related auditory processes following the 338 (perfectly predictable in time) sound onset. At later intervals (~600 ms), coinciding with the onset 339 of the second sound following the to-be-decoded sound, decoding accuracy increased in the control 340 group with increasing regularity of the sequence (see Figure 2c) . The pattern was reactive in the 341 sense that in periods prior to the anticipated onset of the to-be-decoded sound, carrier frequency 342 specific information was less present with increasingly regular sounds. This indicates that short-343 term memory related auditory processes are engaged only once a predicted sound is presented, 344 potentially contributing to a continuous update and stabilization of a formed internal model. 345
Individuals with tinnitus, however, show an almost mirror-image pattern to the control group, with 346 stronger anticipatory engagement of short-term memory related auditory processes when the 347 sequence becomes more regular. Following the anticipated onset of a more predictable sound 348 (carrier frequency) a marked disengagement of the relevant carrier frequency specific neural 349 patterns is observed: this could be partially driven by processing the sound presented at 333 ms or 350 anticipating the sound presented at 666 ms, both (usually) differing from the one presented at 0 msmodels utilization between individuals with tinnitus and the control group. Overall, the more 353 anticipatory pattern in tinnitus is in line with our belief that stronger predictive processing 354 tendencies could identify individuals vulnerable to developing tinnitus. On a broader level the 355 observed effects are also in accord with reports linking strong priors to general proneness to 356 auditory hallucinations, even though a link between our data and those derived from computational 357 modeling of behavioral data would need to be established. Also in contrast to a previous study 358 supporting this notion 26 , we derive our conclusions from neural data obtained during passive 359 sound processing without experimentally inducing illusory percepts. The simplicity of our 360 approach may be useful for studying altered predictive processing in other clinical groups, 361 including ones in which behavioral assessment is challenging 35 . 362
Albeit striking in terms of strength, the group effects reported here do not conclusively 363 confirm a core idea that we are advancing, namely that increased internal model utilization 364 tendencies in the auditory system predispose development of tinnitus. The absence of correlations 365 with variables associated with tinnitus-induction (e.g. hearing loss) or consequences of tinnitus 366 (e.g. loudness or distress), supports the view that the predictive processes we observe using our 367 approach could be a temporally more stable "trait-like" feature of the individual. However, strong 368 evidence would ultimately require longitudinal studies in humans ideally starting measurements 369 prior to onset of (chronic) tinnitus, which is challenging (for an approach to inducing transient 370 tinnitus see 4 ). Thus a next step may be to apply this paradigm in animal models of (chronic) 371 tinnitus, where inter-animal variability has also been reported (e.g. 36 ). Such an approach should 372 be relatively straightforward since the paradigm does not require any task for which the animal 373 needs to be trained. Also when neural recording is performed using multiple electrodes, large parts 374 of the analysis described here could be applied. 375
To summarize, we show for the first time enhanced anticipatory engagement of feature-376 specific high-level (putatively short-term memory based) predictive auditory processing in 377 individuals experiencing chronically auditory phantom perception -tinnitus. However, whether 378 this pattern constitutes a predisposing factor or is a consequence of tinnitus onset (despite being 379 uncorrelated to tinnitus-relevant features) remains to be addressed in future studies. Resolving this 380 issue has far-reaching consequences on a conceptual level by narrowing the explanatory gap of 381 who will develop tinnitus following hearing damage. Also on a clinical level our work could have 382 important implications, by potentially being able to identify individuals with greater risk of 27 . Control subjects were age-matched to each tinnitus participant by the +/-3 years 399 criterion, selecting the closest match in cases where more than one subject was eligible. Away"), while passively being exposed to different tone sequences (Figure 1a) . No instruction 415 considering the sound stimuli was provided. The movie was displayed on the screen inside thewhereas auditory stimulation was delivered to both ears via MEG-compatible pneumatic in-ear 418 headphones (SOUNDPixx, ibid). Four different pure (sinusoidal) tones were presented, with 419 across blocks, so the condition-blocks varied solely by presentation order, which was 425 parametrically modulated in their regularity (entropy) level using different transition matrices 42 . 426
In the random condition (RD, highest entropy or lowest regularity; see Figure 1a ) there was an 427 equal transition probability from one sound to another (thus preventing any possibility of 428 accurately predicting an upcoming stimulus). Conversely, in the ordered condition (OR, lowest 429 entropy level or highest regularity), presentation of one sound was for the majority (75% of cases) 430 systematically followed by the particular other sound. Additionally, two intermediate entropy 431
conditions were included, labelled here as midminus (MM) and midplus (MP). To control for the 432 influence of self-repetitions, the diagonal of the transition matrices was set to be always 25% across 433 all entropy conditions. The experiment was written using the MATLAB (ver. 9. between the two sensors types after the Maxfilter step 46 .
was applied to the raw data. Then, the continuous data were chunked in 10 s blocks, down-sampled 451 to 256 Hz, and used as input to an Independent Component Analysis (ICA) algorithm. The ICA 452 components were visually inspected to find eye blinks, eye movements, heartbeat and 16⅔ Hz 453 (German/Austrian train power supply) artifacts. Finally, the continuous data were epoched from 1 454 s before to 1 s after target sound/omission onset and the artifactual components projected out (mean 455 3.6 ± 1.2 SD) components removed on average per each subject). All trials were kept using these 456 preprocessing steps 45 . A further 30 Hz low pass filter (6th order zero-phase Butterworth filter) and 457 100 Hz resampling were applied to the epochs, before continuing with the multivariate pattern 458 analysis (MVPA). 459
460
Multivariate Pattern Analysis (MVPA) and classifier weights projection.
461
We used MVPA as implemented in the MVPA-Light (https://github.com/treder/MVPA-462 Light, commit 003a7c), forked and modified in order to extract the classifier weights 463 (https://github.com/gdemarchi/MVPA-Light/tree/devel). In essence, we implemented the analysis 464 of carrier frequency decoding separately for sound and omission trials (sound-to-sound decoding 465
and sound-to-omission decoding, respectively). We defined four targets (classes) for the decoding 466 related to the carrier frequency of the sound presented in each trial. In order to focus solely on 467 neural templates corresponding to carrier frequency-related information and avoid any potential 468 carry over effect from the previous sound, the classifier was trained only on the random (RD) 469 sounds and the preceding tone frequencies were balanced across trials. The exact details of the 470 MVPA analysis have been described elsewhere 25 . An identical procedure was applied to sound-471 to-omission decoding (see Figure S4 in Supplementary materials). We trained a multiclass LDA 472 classifier on each sample point of the random (RD) condition and tested on all regularity level 473 conditions for each time point of the testing set using a temporal generalization method 30 . This 474 enabled classifiers to generalize to each point in a time-shifted manner. Given the cross decoding 475 nature of this approach, no cross-validation was performed, except for the testing on random (RD) 476 tones, where a 5-fold cross validation, repeated five times, was implemented. For the sound-to-477 sound and sound-to-omission decoding, time generalization was calculated for each entropy level 478 separately, resulting in four generalization matrices, one for each entropy level. For each subject, 479 classification accuracy was then averaged at the group comparison level. Finally, and mainly for 480 depiction purposes, the training decoders weights were extracted and projected in the source space, 481 to localize the informative activity (see Figure 2b) related to carrier-frequency processing 27, 48 . 482
483

Statistical analysis
484
As a first step, we extracted the dependence on entropy level within tinnitus and control 485 groups. We arranged accuracy results for sounds from random to ordered and we then computed 486 a regression for each single point of the testing-training 2D accuracy matrices, using the MATLAB 487 built in least square mldivide algorithm ("\"), resulting in a training time by testing time matrix of 488 slopes ("β") for each subject, discarding intercepts. To compare the groups (25 Tinnitus subjects 489 vs 25 age matched controls), we ran a t-test between the two matrices with coefficients obtained 490 in the regression step, inputting them in the form of time-frequency 2D structures (time -491 generalised β values) in the ft_freqstatistics fieldtrip function. In order to account for multiple 492 comparisons, we used a nonparametric cluster permutation test 49 , with 1000 permutations and a p 493 < 0.05 to threshold the clusters. 494
We pursued further analysis with questionnaire data using R 50 . In the whole sample of Sedley, W., Alter, K., Gander, P. E., Berger, J. & Griffiths, T. D. Exposing pathological 562 sensory predictions in tinnitus using auditory intensity deviant evoked responses. J. Neurosci 
